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Agents become exceptional when they exceed the expectations of their clients who become raving fans. 
Public looks poorly on real estate agents.  We need to work hard to break that perception and stand out. 
Many agents do the MINIMUM to get paid at the closing table…thus the poor reputation. 
Increase the quality of your services…and become exceptional…become legendary. 
Emulate legendary companies (Trader Joes, son Jake MVP at Sports Clips). 
 
Start with your core values (who you are).  Morning question:  Whose life can I make a different in? 
I’m changing people’s lives today.  Who gets to go first? 
Average people merely “exist”.  Exceptional people actually “live”.  Which are you?  Take the versus test: 
Product of environment vs choices. Quit at adversity vs elevated by difficulty.  Excuses vs responsibility.  
Driven by feelings vs purpose.  See problem vs solution. Focus on past vs future. Talk  vs do work. 
See difficulties vs opportunities.  The exceptional “intentionally create the life & business they desire.” 
Start with making a decision that I’m not going to be average any more…I’m going to be exceptional. And that 
every interaction I have will leave my client saying WOW.  Shower and dress for success. 
 
Exceptional agents: 

1. Have a plan (business plan).  Goal:  double last year’s production. 
2. Focus on time and life balance. No commission check is worth more than your family. 
3. Four pillars (sources) of income. Stabilize your income flow. 
4. Study sales.  Sales focused. Books: The Agent by Leigh Steinberg.   Selling the Wheel by Jeff Cox and 

Howard Stevens,  The One Minute Negotiator/Entrepreneur by Don Hutson, The Salesman of the 
Century by Ron Popeil (increase value), Monday Morning Choices by David Cottrell (ideal week), and 
The Greatest Salesman in the World by Og Mandino (10 scrolls).    

5. Operational excellence. Systems and processes for everything. 
 
Great salespeople have the ability to clearly understand the wants, the need, and the desires or their clients 
and then provide the best solutions for their family regardless of the outcome to them personally. 
 
Don’t TRY, just DO. 
 
 SWOT Analysis (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats). 
 
4 Pillars of Income.  For sale by owners, expired listings, geographic farming, divorce/probate attorneys, new 
home construction, sphere of influence/database, high volume internet lead generation (Boomtown & 
Commissions Inc.).  Start with SOI as first pillar…then build a plan. Add three more.  Build each plan to hit 
100% of your total income goal…in each pillar.  Result:  you over achieve goal.     
   
86-50-1  Close 86 transactions per year working with 50 people only 1 hour per day.   Find the 50 people in 
your life who are most likely to give you 1 referral per year (friends, past clients, SOI, church).  REDUCE the 
people you focus on from 200 to 50 and INCREASE the interaction with each.  In CRM create a category called 
TOP 50. Then personal touch EVERY month with ALL 50. Phone call, lunch, double date.  “You’re on my TOP 
50, you know what that means, right? That just means I’m counting on you sometime during the year to give 
me a real estate referral.  I know real estate comes up at work, or church, or whatever…and I know everyone 
know 100 REALTORS…but from time to time when real estate comes up, would you mind just letting me 
know who you’ve giving my name to so I can follow up with them and give them the same kind of service 
you’ve come to expect.” Dave Beson Goldmine Referral Letters. Facebook Top 50 GROUP.  Be interested not 
interesting. Listen and comment. End of year Client Appreciation Event – past clients & TOP 50.  


